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Sensorineural hearing loss in Lassa fever: a case series
Peter O Okokhere, Titus S Ibekwe and George O Akpede

Dear Editor,

JMCR,

24-10-08.

(1). The word “Sensorineural” has been corrected to read “sensorineural” in the two places it still existed in the earlier manuscript i.e. pages #s 5 and 7 respectively (highlighted in red).

(2). Reviews of the abstracts have been done including cross checking with http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=PubMed. The following errors were detected and corrected as follows:


b) Reference #5: “Cvorović and Hegemann” have been correctly written to replace “Cvorovic and Hageman”.

c) Reference #7: “Bennett D” has replaced “Benneth D” which was earlier wrongly spelt; whereas capitalization of Sensorineural has been corrected as in (1) above.

d) Referne #10: “Günther S, Petersen J and Wilczek M” were correctly written to replace “Gunther S, Peterson J and Ilczek M”. (3) was added to the volume of the journal to reflect the number of the volume and ensure uniformity.

e) In reference #11: the title of the article has been corrected to read “Historical Lassa fever reports and 30-year clinical update” instead of “Historical Lassa Fever Reports and 30-year Clinical Update”. Furthermore in the journal title abbreviation, “infect” has been corrected to read “Infec”.
f) Under reference #14: “Agbonlahor DE, seroepidemiological, and rodents” replaced Agbolahor DE, seroepidemioological and rhodents”. Whereas the journal title has been re-written as “Trop Doct” instead of “Tropical doctor” in conformation with the standard abbreviation.


Thank you very much for the identification of the errors.

Kind regards,

Dr. Titus S Ibekwe

(Corresponding Author)